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Introduction
The Rudin-Osher-Fatemi [23] is the most famous denoising variational model. It involves a total variation regularization term that preserves discontinuities. The image to recover/denoise is split in two parts namely the noise and a smooth part (here a function of bounded variation [1, 2, 18] ). A lot of people have investigated such decomposition models based on variational formulation, considering that an image can be decomposed into many components, each component describing a particular property of the image ( [3, 5, 20, 21, 22, 25] and references therein for example).
In [10] we have presented a second order model where the first order classical total variation term and a second order total variation one are involved. The suitable functional framework is the space of functions with bounded hessian introduced in [17] (see also [9, 10, 7] ). To achieve this goal K. Bredies and al. have recently introduced a second order generalized total variation definition [12, 13, 11] which is a nice compromise/mixture between the first and second order derivatives. In [8] , we have investigated an inf-convolution type model for texture extraction, mixing first and second order regularization terms. This is not more e cient than the Total Generalized Variation approach of [12, 13, 11] for denoising. However, it provides a decomposition of the image at di erent scales what the other model does not a priori. We focused on this decomposition that provides a multiscale description of textured images and gave a rough mathematical analysis of this model in [8] .
More precisely, we assumed that an image (in L 2 ( )) can be split in three components: a smooth (continuous) part v, a cartoon (piecewise constant) part u and an oscillating part w that should involve noise and/or fine textures. The oscillating part of the image is included in the remainder term w = u d ≠ u ≠ v, while v is the smooth part (in BH( )) and u belongs to BV ( ): we hope u to be piecewise constant so that its jump set gives the image contours. For highly textured images, the model provides a two-scale texture decomposition: u can be viewed as a macro-texture (large scale) whose oscillations are not too large and w is the micro-texture ( much more oscillating) that contains the noise. The same model has been considered in [6] from a di erent point of view and the numerical realization has been performed with Bregman-type algorithms.
In this paper, we perform numerical experimentations to check the behavior of the method that we do not completely understand. Preliminary results et conjectures have been set in [8] . The aim of these numerical tests is to validate some theoretical results (as uniqueness in particular cases) and reinforce conjectures. From that point of view, the numerical method to compute the solutions is far to be optimal. In particular, the methods we used to compute the di erent projections are not the most e cient with respect to the Chambolle-Pock algorithm [14] or Bregman-type algorithms.
Presentation of the model
We now assume that u d belongs to L 2 ( ) and that the image we want to recover can be decomposed as u d = w + u + v where u, v and w are functions that characterize di erent parts of u d . Components belong to di erent functional spaces: v is the (smooth) second order part and belongs to BH( ), u is a BV ( ) component and w oe L 2 ( ) is the remainder term. We consider the following cost functional defined on BV ( ) ◊ BH( ):
where ⁄, µ > 0. We are looking for a solution to the optimization problem
We refer to [8] and the references therein for the di erent spaces definition. We expect v to be the smooth part of the image, u to be a BV ( )\BH( ) function which derivative is a measure supported by the contours and w := u d ≠ u ≠ v oe L 2 is the noise and/or small textures (we shall detail this point later). We have proved in [8] that problem (P ⁄,µ ) has at least an optimal solution (u ú , v ú ) in BV ( ) ◊ BH 0 ( ). Moreover the dual problem to (P ⁄,µ ) writes
where where
and and K 2 ∏ K 2 with K 2 is the L 2 -closure of
The unique solution w ú is the L 2 -projection of u d on the closed convex set
Next we have a relation between the solutions to (P ⁄,µ ) and the (unique) solution of the dual problem. 
Then there exists
This theorem is useful from many points of view. First, we have a necessary and su cient condition for a pair (u, v) to be a solution. As we explain in the sequel, this theorem is the key theorem for a fixed point method to compute a solution.
Moreover, solutions (u, v) are not unique but we get uniqueness for the remainder part w = u d ≠ u ≠ v. In addition, we have (partial) results in [8] . We expect numerical results to be consistent and give hints for uniqueness open cases. Let us recall these results thereafter. [19] . Then the C( ) functions are the only solutions to (P ⁄,µ ),where
3 Numerical aspects
Discretized problem and algorithm
We assume that the image is rectangular with size N ◊ M . We note X := R N ◊M ƒ R NM endowed with the usual (normalized) inner product and the associated Euclidean norm
We set Y = X ◊ X. It is classical to define the discrete total variation with finite di erence schemes as following (see for example [4] ): the discrete gradient of the numerical image u oe X is Òu oe Y and may be computed by the following forward scheme for instance:
where
Note that the constraintˆû n = 0 is involved in the discretization process of the gradient. Therefore, in a discrete setting, the sets K 2 and K 2 coincide. The (discrete) total variation corresponding to 1 (u) is given by
The discrete divergence operator -div is the adjoint operator of the gradient operator:
To define a discrete version of the second order total variation 2 we have to introduce the discrete Hessian operator. For any v oe X, the Hessian matrix of v, denoted Hv is identified to a X 4 vector:
We refer to [10, 9] for the detailed expressions of these quantities. The discrete second order total variation corresponding to 2 (v) writes
Problem (10) has obviously a solutionũ andṽ that satisfies the following necessary and su cient optimality conditions
where K 1 and K 2 are the following convex closed subsets :
and Ki denotes the orthogonal projection on K i . These projections are computed with a Nesterov-type scheme as in [24] where the maximal number of (inner) iterations has been set to 30 and the accuracy to 10 ≠7 . We refer to [9] for more details. As already mentioned our main concern is to check the relevance of the model and highlight some results and/or conjectures about uniqueness or the structure of solutions. Thus, our numerical method is far to be optimal. The numerical implementation could be widely improved using methods as the ones described in [14, 15, 16] for example. This leads to the following fixed-point algorithm:
where Á > 0 is a prescribed tolerance, or if the iterations number is larger than a prescribed maximum number itmax, then STOP.
We have proved in [10] that for any -oe (0, 1/2), the sequence generated by the algorithm converges to a stationary point, solution of (11) that we generically denote (u ú , v ú ) in the sequel. The tolerance was set to Á = 10 ≠2 so that the stopping criterion is de facto the maximum number of iterations itmax. In the sequel, we have set itmax=10 000 for the 1D case and itmax = 400 for the 2D case. We do not report on CPU time since all tests have been done with MATLAB © and the code is not optimized. A parallelled C ++ is version is written that reduces the computational time significantly. Moreover, as explained before, the projections can be computed more e ciently with recent algorithms to spare computation time and improve accuracy; nevertheless, we are interested in the behavior of the model and the optimization of projections computation is not our main concern here.
Examples
We use 1D and 2D examples. For the first (1D) example we set s = s 0 + s 1 + s 2 on [0,1] with s 0 a white gaussian noise with standard deviation ‡ = 0.02 and The second example is a 2D picture of a butterfly and the third one an highly textured image (old wall). We used geometrical images as well but we do not report on them. 1 We present some results and comments in the next subsections. 
Initialization process
We have tested many initialization choices for algorithm. Indeed, we have not proved uniqueness (though we conjecture it). So the computed solution is only a stationary point. As we may have many, we may think that the initialization process has a significant influence on the generated sequence.
More precisely, we used
Initialization (a) (resp. (a')) provides a stationary pair (u ú , v ú ) such that u ú (resp. v ú ) has null mean value.
given by the algorithm satisfies
Proof. Though we consider a discrete setting we use a continuous setting notation (using for example a piecewise a ne approximation). We first note that
We prove the first assertion. Assume that u 0 = 0 and v 0 = u d . It is easy to see by induction that
using
Passing to the limit we get ⁄ u ú = 0 and
The second assertion is proved similarly.
Proposition 3.1 yields that the BV -part u ú (or the BH-part v ú ) belongs to the discrete Meyer space G (see [5] ) if we perform the appropriate initialization step. This means it is an oscillating function. More precisely, choosing u 0 = u d , v 0 = 0 gives a BH-part that belongs to G. This is not what we want, since the BH-part should not be oscillating. Therefore, we shall never use such an initialization. Initializations (a) and (a') seem to give di erent results from initialization (b).
We shall see in the sequel that the di erence is small if the iteration number is large enough. Therefore, we think that the initial guess has no influence on the result, but only on the convergence speed. 
-The number of inner iterations (in the projections) has been set to 100, to achieve the best accuracy as possible.
We can see on Figure 3 (1D) the oscillating e ect of initialization u 0 = 0, Table 2 give the computed pairs with initializations (a) (a') (b) and a randomized initialization around the mean value of u d for a 2D example. 
The error reported in column 5 is defined as in (13) (and should be less that 10 ≠2 ). The blue (grey) lines of Table 2 show what we call the optimal solution, that is the computed pair whose cost functional value is the lowest. We observed that -the randomized initialization gives the same result as initialization (b), -the component In the sequel, (u a , v a ) denotes the pair given by the algorithm with initialization (a) and (u b , v b ) the one given by the algorithm with initialization (b). Moreover, we set the signed relative error as
Figures 5 and 6 show the behavior of "F ⁄,µ with respect to ⁄ and µ. Table 3 . Cost functional and relative error (log scale) for pairs given by initializations (a) and (b) for ⁄ = 7, µ = 9, as the number of iterations increases. We observe convergence : the cost functional is exponentially decreasing. Table 4 . First and second order total variations T V and T V 2 of pairs given by initializations (a) and (b) for ⁄ = 7, µ = 9, as the number of iterations increases. Here Ï = u b ≠ ua = v b ≠ va and the error is given by the stopping criterion (13) of Algorithm.
Though the computed function Ï k at iteration k is not a constant function (see Figure  7) , we infer that Ï k converges to a constant function as the iteration number increases. Indeed, we have numerically observed (see Table 4 ) that both T V (Ï) and T V 2 (Ï) decreases to 0 as the iteration number increases. Nevertheless, we can perform only a limited number of iterations. So the computed solutions di er from a (small) piecewise constant function (see Figure 7) . In addition, it is numerically confirmed that 
Convergence
We chose -= 0.25 in the fixed point algorithm and we always observed convergence. We set the maximal number of iterations quite large but we noticed that the solution is satisfactory with less iterations (400 for 2D case and 1000 for 1D case). Table 6 . Sensitivity with respect to number of iterations. Here Ï = u b ≠ ua = v b ≠ va and the error is given by the stopping criterion (13) of Algorithm. On can refer to Table 4 as well.
(a) BV part -⁄ = 1, µ = 10
(e) BV part -⁄ = 10, µ = 2. In this case u ƒ 0 
Sensitivity with respect to sampling and quantification
We first investigate the sensitivity with respect to sampling. Table 7 , figures 13 and 14 show that the model is robust with respect to sampling. Here, we have discretized the analogical signal of example 1D with 10 3 , 10 4 and 10 5 points respectively. Table 7 . Test 1D (with noise) -sensitivity with respect to sampling -Initialization (b) (u0 = v0 = 0) and 10 000 iterations 
3.0291e-01 3.0291e-01
kv ↵ ,↵µ ↵v ,µ k1/↵ 3.1291e-01 3.1291e-01 kv ↵ ,↵µ ↵v ,µ k1/↵ 1.1324e-13 1.0914e-13 Table 8 . Sensitivity with respect to quantification-Initialization (b) -itmax = 400. The model is robust with respect to quantifications as expected.
Sensitivity with respect to parameters
As mentioned before the computed stationary pair depends on the initialization guess via the convergence speed. We consider three cases and we illustrate them on test 2D (Butterfly).
-If µ << ⁄, then initialization (a) : u 0 = 0 and v 0 = u d is the best choice to make the algorithm converge quickly. So we use this initialization to get the solution (u ú , v ú ). In this case, the BV part is close to 0. However, we note that if we fix µ then T V (u ú (⁄, µ)) decreases to 0 and T V 2 (v ú (⁄, µ)) increases to become constant (see Figure 15 ) when ⁄ ae +OE. This means that if ⁄ is large then u ú is constant. As we know that u ú has a null mean value, then u ú = 0.
On can see an example on Figure 11 for ⁄ = 10, µ = 2 and Figure 16 . Table 9 . Cost functional,
(blue) line is initialization (a) and solid (red) line is initialization (b) -800 iterations -Error is given by (13) . In this case the cartoon part tends to a constant function as ⁄ = µ increases (the total variation tends to 0) while the second order total variation of the smooth part converges to a limit (not equal to 0, a priori) (Butterfly test) -If ⁄ << µ, then we choose initialization (b) : u 0 = 0 and v 0 = 0 to get the solution. The behavior is similar to the case µ < ⁄: if we fix ⁄, then T V (u ú (⁄, µ)) increases to a constant value and T V 2 (v ú (⁄, µ)) converges to 0 as µ ae +OE (see figure 19 ). This means that if µ is large enough then solution is always the same : v ú is an a ne function. Table 10 . Wall-example, initialization u0 = 0, v0 = 0 -800 iterations -The larger ⁄ is, the more the texture information is involved in the L 2 part, w ú .
Conclusion
The model is well adapted to texture extraction. In the case, where the data is noiseless and/or is not too much textured, the decomposition given par ⁄ -µ and initialization u 0 = v 0 = 0, gives a cartoon part which is piecewise constant as expected. This means that u = q i u i 1 i where t i i is the contour set. In this case, the remainder L 2 term is the texture and/or noise. The decomposition is robust with respect to quantification, sampling and is always the same for any µ >> ⁄, once ⁄ has been chosen.
In the case where the image is highly textured the model provides a twoscale decomposition. The T V part represents the macro-texture and the L 2 part the micro-texture and/or noise. The scaling is tuned via the ratio fl = ⁄ µ .
The notion of highly textured may be quantified par the G-norm. In our 2D examples, the butterfly G norm was ƒ 7.71 and the wall one was ƒ 4.92. Figure 21 shows the behavior of the di erent components with respect to ⁄ and µ. We have chosen the 1D noiseless case, to see the multi-scale e ect on components u and w when µ < ⁄. Moreover, the initialization process has no influence on the solution (up to a constant function) but rather on the algorithm speed. The choice has to be made with respect to the parameters: roughly speaking, if ⁄ < µ we choose u 0 = 0, v 0 = 0 and if ⁄ Ø µ we choose u 0 = 0, v 0 = u d . Finally, we have observed (numerically) that the L 2 -component w is unique.
Next issue is to speed up the algorithm (using more performant algorithms) and set an automatic parameter tuning with respect to data properties (G norm, Signal to Noise Ratio , and so on.) From the theoretical point of view, we infer that problem (P ⁄,µ ) has a unique solution (up to constant functions) but the question is still open.
